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The great classical literature of The Random House gives us this magnificent edition of the novel with the immense power of suggestion, through the figure of a lonely man who, having survived a heinous betrayal, returns to do justice. The Count of Monte Cristo is one of the most popular classics of all time. Since its publication, in 1844, it
continues to seduce the public with the unforgettable story of its main character. Edmond Santas - a young sailor, honest and frank, who leads a quiet existence. He wants to marry a beautiful Mercedes, but his life will be ruined when his best friend Ferdinand, eager to subdue his bride, meanly betrays him. Doomed to serve a sentence he
does not deserve in an ominous prison If Castle, Edmond will live a long nightmare thirteen years. Obsessed with his unexpected fate, he will set aside his beliefs around good and evil, and devote himself to the conspiracy of perfect revenge. Transit history of moral and civil density, Count of Monte Cristo, today, as yesterday, a pleasant,
illuminating and fascinating novel in many of its dimensions. This article or section needs spell and grammar testing. You can collaborate by editing it. Once it's been fixed, you can delete this notification. If you logged in, you can help yourself from spell-checking by turning it on: My Preferences - Accessories - Navigation - Spell Checker
emphasizes spelling errors with a red background. This notice was posted on July 1, 2019. This article or section requires links that appear in an accredited publication. This notice was posted on April 6, 2016. For other purposes, see Montecristo (disambiating). Count of Montecristo Alexandre Dumas and Auguste Mies Gender novel
about adventures, historical novel and romantic novel Set in Marseille, Castle Ifh and Paris French Original title Le Comte de Monte Cristo Published in the magazine des d'bats Country France and monarchy July Publication date 1844 Printed FormatText in Spanish FormatText in Spanish Graf Grat This work is often considered the best
work of Dumas and is often included in the lists of the greatest novels of all time. The book was finished writing in 1844, and was published in a series of 18 parts, both follet'n, for the next two years. The action takes place in France, Italy and several Mediterranean islands during the historical events of 1814-1838 (one hundred days of the
reign of Napoleon I, the reign of Louis XVIII of France, Charles X of France and the reign of Louis Philip I in France). It deals mainly with issues justice, vengeance, piety and forgiveness and is told in the style of an adventure story. Dumas got the basic idea of a true story, which he found in the memoirs of a man named Jacques Peuchet.
Peuch told the story of a shoemaker named Francois Pico, who lived in Paris in 1807. Pico got engaged to a rich woman, but four jealous friends falsely accused him of spying from England. He was jailed for seven years. During his imprisonment, a dying cellmate hung him a treasure hidden in Milan. When Pico was released in 1814, he
took possession of treasures, returned under a different name to Paris and devoted ten years to taking revenge on his former friends. It is also believed that the main character of the play was invented by Dumas in honor of his father, who was the first black general in France. The novel begins with Edmundo Danz's return to Marseille,
where he meets his family and friends. He's about to get promoted to captain, and is about to marry a handsome Spaniard, Merced (sic, French) Herrera. However, the innocent Dans do not understand how his condition affects those whom he considers his friends. Danglars, the cargo chief who envies Edmond's promotion, and
Fernando, a cousin of Merceds who loves Edmond, are set to blame Edmond as Bonapartist's agent. Following the last will of the ship's captain, who dies on his way back to Marseille, Danz makes a stop on the island of Elba, where Napoleon was imprisoned. This one gives a letter addressed to a man in Paris from whom he only speaks
the name, Noirtier. Arriving in the city and prisoners of envy, Danglars and Fernando write an anonymous letter accusing Dante Bonapartist agent, in the presence of neighbor Edmond. Dantos was arrested on his wedding day and appeared before Wilfor, the royal's replacement. Wilfort informs him that he was convicted as Napoleon's
spy, but given Edmond's good reputation, he does not believe in the veracity of the complaint, he also hands him a letter he received from the Emperor, which contains the schedules of the guards who follow him. Wilfort was going to let the boy go, but asked him about the recipient of the letter, Noirtier, and upon learning this information,
he Dant's arrested in If Castle. Hirthier is Wilfor's father and cannot allow him to be involved in treason, helping the emperor return to France, denying all his chances of becoming an important man in the country. If Castle is today. There is a protagonist of the novel attached. During the imprisonment, Danz begins to despair. Start by
praying to God for His but he continues to suffer year after year, and at the same time tries to commit suicide, leaving to eat. Otherwise in a suicide attempt, he attacks the guard when he goes to leave him food, and fails and is considered crazy and transferred to a dungeon for very dangerous prisoners. Again he tries to achieve hunger,
but when he is about to die, he regains the confidence to live by hearing the sound that another prisoner produced while digging to escape. Shortly after he encountered another prisoner, Abat Faria (a character inspired by Joseph keeper Faria), who, in an attempt to escape, dug in the wrong direction and arrived at Edmond's cell, with
whom he forms a very good friendship, and comes to consider him his son. Faria becomes his instructor in various subjects, from history, mathematics, language, philosophy, languages, physics and chemistry, while already together, digging on the other side of the cage, trying to avoid the castle. As a result of his conversations with Faria,
Danz begins to plant parts of history that have doomed him to his current difficulties. Faria reveals to him that the accusing letter was written with his left hand (in an apparent attempt to change calligraphy) and an apparent grudge against him. Edmond and Faria work long hours in the tunnel to escape, but the fragile old Faria will not live
to see it over. He is paralyzed by a second stroke (the first hit him while he was still at large) and dies in a third stroke. Seeing herself dying, Faria entrusted Danz with a cache of great treasure on the island of Montecristo, which would amount to what would now be about 14 billion dollars, he, surprised, at first does not trust the debate for
the fact that he was a topic that earned him the nickname mad calm of the guards. When Faria dies, the guards wrap their bodies in a heavy blanket, Danz may think about taking Faria's corpse and taking the real corpse to another cell. Prisoners, instead of burying the body as he was supposed to, tie it with a heavy bullet and throw it into
the sea through a nearby ravine. Danz escapes from the southern room, avoiding the rocks, and swims on a desert island, where he spends a stormy night. The next day he sees a shipwrecked ship in the sea, floats in a shipwreck and sees another ship picking it up, and Edmond passes through a castaway due to the storm. He befriends
them, shaves, changes his name and spends time as a smuggler. Some of the deals that the smugglers had made were on the island of Montecristo, being this, uninhabited island, and without any apparent attraction; Edmond spends several hours and several trips, to explore the surroundings of the island, still doubting what his old friend
told him. Once upon a time, on an island Suspecting where the treasure is, he goes on a goat hunt to eat and pretends to fall off the rocks, his comrades help him move, but he claims that he is really wounded and that he cannot move. On the pretext that he might delay the imminent extradition of the smugglers, he asked them to leave
and return to him six days after their completion. As soon as Edmond loses sight of the ship, he gets up and finds the treasure. Later, taking up part of the fortune to make a name for himself, in research, and to accumulate more money, he returns to the city of Marseille to resume contact with his loved ones, but finds only despair. Taking
a variety of personalities, from Italian abate to English banker, Edmond Dants can confirm his suspicions through Caderousse, (a former neighbor who was an accomplice of Danglars and Fernando), who he visits under the guise of desbate, pretending to fulfill Edmond's last wish. From his former neighbour, he discovers that all those who
betrayed him have triumphed in life; Fernando became the Count and couple of France, danglars the baron and the richest banker in Paris, and Wilfort in the embodiment of Parisian justice as prosecutor du Roy (prosecutor del Rey, i.e. the attorney general of the kingdom or the attorney general of the state). In addition, Fernando married
a Mercedes, and they have a son Alberto. In addition, Edmond's old father died before the age of two as the only company he left behind, Merceds, leaves his wedding with Fernando, and eventually dies of gastroenteritis, although it is assumed that it is more for grief. Meanwhile, Edmond's friends suffered at the hands of fate. At the
beginning of the novel, Julian Morrell is a wealthy and friendly owner of a growing naval business. But during Edmond's imprisonment, Morrell survived a tragic series of poisons, including the sinking of his pharaoh's ship, and by the time Edmond returns to Marseille, they have nothing but his two sons, Julie and Maximilian, and a few loyal
servants. The company is on the verge of bankruptcy, and Morrell is thinking about killing himself. Upon discovering this, Danz anonymously restores the fortune of Morrell and the new pharaoh just in time, under the pseudonym Simbad sailor. Ten years after a trip to Marseille, Danz begins his quest for revenge, dressing up as the Count
of Monte Cristo. He manipulates Danglars into giving him an unlimited loan of six million francs, and manipulates the bag to destroy the fortune of the Danglars, collecting six million only when Danglars is on the verge of bankruptcy and forging him to flee to Italy. Montecristo has a Greek slave, Heide, whose family and house in Yanina
were destroyed by Ferdinand, who betrays Ali, Hayday, passing it on to his enemies and causing him the death and death of his mother when he had just sold them to slave owners. Montecristo bought Heide some time later, when she was thirteen, nine years old, after the fact that the young woman was still remembering; Over time, they
both fall in love. Montecristo manipulated The Danglars in the investigation of the event, which is published in the newspaper. Upon learning of this fact, Albert de Morsef discovers that whoever gave this information to Danglars was Montecristo and challenged him to a duel. On the same night, Mercedes visits the Count of Monte Cristo
and from the very beginning, knowing from the very beginning that Count Edmond, begs him for his son's life. After a long conversation and showing the letter on which she was set up, Mercedes decides to leave her husband and leave with his son. Fernando, being found in his betrayal, and alone without his family, commits suicide with a
gunshot wound to the head in his office. Wilfor's family is divided. Valentina, the daughter he had with his first wife Renee, is going to inherit the entire fortune of the family, but his second wife, Elose, intends to claim the fortune of his son Oduar. Montecristo knows Elose's intentions and apparently innocently gives him a toxin capable of
healing a person with a drop, and killing them with an overdose. Helose kills Barrua, the servant of the house, in an attempt to kill Mr. Hirthier, Wilfor's father; In Saint-Meran, in villefort in laws; and trying to kill Valentine as well. However, things are more complicated than the Dants expected. His efforts to destroy his enemies and protect
those few who defended his mixing are awful. Maximilian Morrell falls in love with Valentin de Wilfor, and Danz helps them escape together, pretending to be the death of a young woman. When her husband discovered her, Elose poisons little Odouar and kills himself too. All this makes Danz doubt his role as an agent of God's revenge.
Seeing that his anger slowly spread beyond what he intended, Danz cancels the rest of his plan and takes steps to balance things. Although revenge to his enemies is not complete at all, he frees the Danglars, not without the first kidnapping of him in Rome thanks to his friend Luigi Vampa, Italy's scariest bandit, and makes him starve and
becomes more of his fortune on food waste, and finally shows his true identity in the midst of his agony. Edmond also compensates those caught up in the chaos, thereby applying his own criteria for fairness. In the process, he will settle for his own humanity and is able to find some forgiveness for his enemies and for himself. The
characters of the Count of Monte Cristo there are many characters in this book, and the importance of many of them is not immediately obvious. Edmond Danz and allies Edmund Dantes. A protagonist of history, devoted to his friends, who increase his prestige or gain power at his expense. When he avoids the Dungeon If Castle, and
owns a large fortune, he takes revenge on them by accepting costumes and personalities such as El Maltese, The Count of Monte Cristo, Simbad the Sailor, the Chief Commissioner of Thompson and the French House, Abate Jakcomo Busoni, Mr. zakcone and Lord Wilmore. Abate Faria. Italian priest and scientist. He befriended Edmond
while they were both prisoners at the Castle, teaching him all his knowledge. In the last moments of his life, he reveals the mystery of the treasure of Cesare Espada, hidden on the island of Montecristo, and ponders over it to find it. Luigi Wampa. The infamous Italian bandit operating in Rome and its area. He kidnaps Albert de Morserf
and frees him when the Count of Monte Cristo visits him in his lair. There. Princess Yanina and sultan Ali Paceh's daughter. When Fernand Mondego was betrayed and killed, Heide was sold as a slave at the age of thirteen and acquired by the Dants. Bertuccio. The butler of the Count of Monte Cristo. He also has a very interesting story
interspersed with Edmond's interests: raising Benedetto with his daughter-in-law. Ali. A nemes slave (his tongue was cut off as a condemnation), bought by Montecristo in the East bribing the sultan, who was going to send him to the executioner as part of his conviction. He is unequivocally faithful and useful to the count. Mario Bautista.
He grew up and was hired as a count in Paris and becomes his third confidant. Jacopo Manfredi. Poor smuggler who helped Santa survive after escaping from prison. When Jacopo proves his selfless devotion, Santa rewards him with his ship and crew. The Morsef family of Fernand Mondego, Earl of Morchef, has long been in love with
Mercedes. He betrays Edmond with the Dungars, conspiring against him so that he can marry his unrequited love, Mercedes. Merced Herrera, Countess of Morchef. Figani Edmond Danz at the beginning of the story. After the disappearance of his lover and faith in his death, he marries Fernanda and has a son. Alberto Mondego, Viscount
Morchef. He was the son of Mercedes and Fernand Mondego. Franz d'Epine's best friend befriended Montecristo in Rome. Danglars Baron Danglars Family - Originally the counter of the same ship as Dants. He wants to be rich and powerful, and sees Danza as an obstacle to his ambitions. During his imprisonment, luck was on his side,
he becomes a baron, marrying the widow of the Baroness the richest banker Hermini de Nargonne. Hermini Dungars is the widow of Baron Nargonna, who is married to the Dungars. In the life of her first husband, she had an affair with Wilfort, from which the illegitimate son Of Benedetto was born. Eugenie Dungars is the daughter of
Baron Dungars and Madame Dungars. She has a certain appreciation for music and attracts women, implying that she is a lesbian. She is about to marry Alberto de Morseph and then Andrea Cavalcanti Benedetto. Wilfor Gerard's family in Wilfort. As a royal prosecutor in the provinces, he issued an injunction banning Edmond's
imprisonment for the sole purpose of protecting his father and his career. Elose de Wilfort. The second wife of a royal lawyer, who then selfishly poisons the entire Wilfor family so that his son Odoire inherits the entire family fortune. It's hirthier. An energetic former bonapartist who is now paralyzed by a stroke. He is cared for by his son
Wilfort, granddaughter Valentina and faithful servant of the Barrua family. Valentin de Wilfort. Wilfor's daughter and his first wife Rene de Saint-Meran. She loves Morrell Jr., but is engaged to a young Franz d'Apina. Eduard de Wilfort. He was the son of Wilfor and his second wife, Elosa. He's a very naughty boy. Other characters are
Gaspar Kaderusse. Dishonest tailor and hotelier from the place where Danz and his father live. He is present, though drunk, when Danglars writes a letter accusing Edmond of being a bonapartist agent. Maximilian Morrell. Son of Edmond's patron; After Edmond's escape, Maximilien becomes a good friend of the Count of Monte Cristo,
and he helps him realize his desire to marry Wilfor's daughter. Franz d'Apine. Baron and friend of Albert de Morserf, engaged to Valentin de Wilfort. Meet the Count in the Monte Cristo Grotto before heading to Rome to meet his friend. His father, the realist General Kesnel, died in a duel against Hirthier de Wilfor. Knowing Franz, he breaks
off his engagement to Valentin. Lucien Debray. Interior Minister and friend of Albert's. He is the lover of Hermini Danglars, whom he uses only to steal money from a banker. Beauchamp. Assistant editor-in-chief of an important newspaper in Paris and another friend of Viscount Morserf. Baron Raoul Chateau-Reno. A friend of Albert's.



Maximilian Morrell saves his life in Africa. Julie Herbo. The daughter of Pierre Morrell and the sister of Maximilian Morrell, she is helped by a count named Simbad Sailor to save his father from bankruptcy. She's married to Emmanuel Herbo. Emmanuel Herbo. Julia's husband and moron's snooker Morrell Jr., he's the count's second
witness when he's going to a duel with Albert. Benedetto. Killer and thief, the illegitimate son of Wilfort and Hermini Dungars, born when he was still the baron's wife Benedetto was brought up by Bertuccio and his sister-in-law, Assunta. He returns to Paris under the name Andrea Cavalcanti. Major Bartolomeo Cavalcanti. The man count
integrates into Parisian society to play the role of Andrea Cavalcanti's father (Benedetto). Pierre Morrell. A kind-hearted shipowner who kindly treats Dantz and who locked himself in for him when he was caught. Louise D'Army. Friend and piano teacher Eugenia Danglars, she escapes with her after what happened at a botched wedding to
Andrea Cavalcanti (Benedetto) pretending to be her sister. Delineate the relationship between the characters Relationship between the characters in the novel. The influence of Dumas and Maket has experienced several direct influences from other texts and traditions in the writing of the novel. Much of the complex plot, gimmicks and
hints of a romantic representation of the East come from Thousand and One Nights. The most direct reference is the existence in much of the book of a character with the pseudonym Simbad Sailor, alluding to someone who has traveled to many exotic places. Alexander also met with the monk Jose Coustio de Faria, abat Faria, an Indo-
Portuguese monk who was one of the pioneers of scientific research into hypnosis. It is represented by the character of a crazy monk imprisoned in a chateau. Another possible influence is the concept of pseudo-poison as a driving element of the story of two lovers. It's a recurring theme in literature, especially in Romeo and Juliet. Two
young lovers are clearly compared to Piaamo and Tisbe at some point. The count's subsequent influence on pop culture is immeasurable. Descendants of his lines are James Bond, Fox and Scarlet Pimpinela and most recently V Vendetta. James Bond novels and films revolve around a character who, like the Count, is infinitely
knowledgeable about everything that has quality (the same is true for Bond villains), and who uses his knowledge to defeat his enemies. Fox, like the Count, is a disguised aristocrat, a vigilante of injustice. The difference is that Fox disguises and fights public, impersonal enemies (although the distinction is often questionable). V de
vendetta, avoids a terrible blockage to expose the violence and brutality of the dystopian regime that in the novel ruled England after World War II. Just like Dants, V will act in disguise and demonstrate great skill in handles and with all kinds of white weapons. You will also have chemistry knowledge that will allow you to convert household
products into powerful explosives. In 1998, a four-part French television super-production was presented to the society. In 2002, Kevin directed a pretty free adaptation for Hollywood. In 2004, with Gonzo Studios, a 24-episode anime series, called Gankutsuou, was released in Japan, a firmly inspired novel by Dumas, set in a futuristic
world with influences from decimonic Europe, and with animation and colorful rather unusual for the time. In 2006, telenovela, adapted from the same work by the French author, was broadcast on the Argentine channel Telefe, but with changes in the names of the main characters and installed in the present era, which was produced in
several countries. Telefe channel broadcasts with great influence on the audience since mid-2015 successful Turkish TV series and telenovelaS Ezel, perhaps best achieved free production of the original script and with much more complex and complex plot units adapted to the current era. Revenge, an American television series inspired
by Dumas's work but with notable differences, has been broadcast since 2011. Of all the film adaptations or television adaptations of the manga Gankutsuu, perhaps the most true tragic essence of the original novel. The literary legacy of the Great Success of this literary work, produced the creation of several novels that claimed that the
continuation of the magnificent work of Dumas, all of them made by different writers. Also, several later works were taken as reference characteristics of characters and situations. A sequel to Edmundo Dantes (Edmond Dantes, 1849) by George W. Noble Hand of the Dead (A M. Do Finado, 1854) by Alfredo Possolo Hogan Daughters of
MonteCristo (Les fills de Monte Cristo, 1876) Charles Testuta Son of Monte Cristo (Le fils de Monte-Cristo, 1881) Jules Lermin Montecristo and his wife (Monte Cristo and his wife, 1884) Jacob Ralph Abarbanella Treasure MonteCristo (Le tresor de Monte-Cristo) (1885) Jul Lermina Edmundo , 1885) Edmund Flagg The Daughter of the
Daughter of Monte Cristo (Daughter of Monte Cristo, 1886) Edmund Flagg Two novels by Jose Rizal (Noli me tangere and El Filibusterismo) are strongly inspired by this novel. The main characters of both books were modeled after Edmond Danz. There is also his influence on Thomas Harris' character Hannibal Lecter, and the story is
repeated and referenced in the graphic novel V Revenge. The Theme Book has a rich and complex plot with many characters. While it's popular fiction, it doesn't mean it lacks meaning beyond history. Most of the thematic questions in the novel focus on loyalty, vengeance, and service to God. Danz is completely obsessed with the pursuit
of justice. For those who have helped him, he becomes the spirit of the guardian. For those who have harmed him, in God's angel-revenge. All who betrayed him face justice in a way that reflects the original betrayal. However, for the first time an innocent passerby suffered in the course of his revenge, he realizes that only God is able to
do without justice, and stops his attempts at punishment. Some argue that Danz's great abilities make him a lazy character, as the semi-divine perfection of his determination eliminates all character development. As curiosity, abundant employment and good management of the young capitalist commercial law of the time throughout the
complex financial conspiracy that surrounds the revenge banker Danglars deserves attention. Editorial history and critical editions It was published in 1844 in the journal des D'bats, shortly after it was also published in the same year and deliveries to Le Ishkel, between March 14 and July 14, the Three Musketeers; The first two parts are
published, respectively, from August 28, 1844 to October 19, 1844 and from October 31 to November 26, 1844, a total of eight deliveries. In 1844, the year the work was completed, the plot presented inconsistencies related to the hasty and relevant composition characteristic of time and gender. In fact, despite concluding this year, the
work was not published in full in a few volumes until 18 months later, Booker Baudry, first, A. Henry later and the last Potion, between 1844 and 1845, the prince's edition called Baudry-Petion in 18 volumes that today cost a fortune of a fortune (one was sold in 2010 for more than a quarter of a million euros). The first edition was written by
Cristo on the cover; The first to present the correct spelling was the illustrated L'Echo des Feuilletons, Paris, 1846; it featured engravings by Paul Gavarni and Tony Johanno and is said to have been revised and corrected, although only the chapter structure appears to have been altered, adding an additional chapter entitled La Maison
des Alles de Meilhan, created by dividing Le Depart into two parts. In 1844 the count was hacked in Belgium and translated into English with great success. For several years there were false sequels in Portugal and France that made the author very bad. The reference text is one edited by Claude Shopp in 1993, which corrects most of
the original's errors. In addition, Einaudi's Italian and French translations of the editorial board by Robert Laffonte corrected other errors, as well as Spanish for publisher Navona (2017). See also the Count of Monte Cristo, the 1934 film. Count of Monte Cristo, the 1953 film directed by Leo Klimovsky. Count (1969 Spanish television
series), 1969 television series. The Earl of Monte Cristo, a 1975 television film directed by David Green starring Richard Chamberlain. Owner of the Venezuelan telenovela, Venezuelan television in 1984-1985. I buy this woman (1990), a Mexican telenovela of the time, made in Puerto Rico, Venezuela, Brazil and Argentina. Count of
Monte Cristo, 1998 miniseries. The Count of Monte Cristo, the 2002 film. Oldboy, the 2003 film directed by Chan-wook. Gankutsuu, an anime of 2004, based on this work. Montecristo (2006), Argentine telenovela. Revenge is Dish Best served three times an episode of The Simpsons (2007). Ezel, 2009 Turkish television series. Revenge,
the 2011 American series. Flor del Caribier, Brazilian telenovela 2013. Sin Identidad, Spanish TV series (2014-2015) starring Megan Montaner. Iago, Mexican telenovela (2016) Links Claude, Shopp (1988). Alexandre Dumas: The genius of life. Franklin Watts. ISBN 0531150933. OCLC 18411971. Received on February 8, 2019. 
Reballedo, Matthias G. Castle If, again. December 2, 2017. World. 3. Arturo Perez-Reverde (1993). Dumas External Links Wikiquote Club features famous quotes from or about El Conde de Montecristo. Wikisource contains the original work of the Count of Monte Cristo or about him. Wikisource in French contains original works or about
the Count of Monte Cristo. Critical approach to El Conde de Montecristo Enrique Javier Gonzalez Camacho in the Journal of Literary Creativity and Humanities of the University of Malaga Gibralfaro (in Spanish) List of unofficial sequels Count Montecristo (French) Data: No. 191838 Multimedia: Count Monte Cristo Famous quotes: Count
Monte Textistristo: Graf Montecr Https://es.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=El_conde_de_Montecristo&amp;oldid=129641454isto alexandre dumas el conde de montecristo pdf. el conde de montecristo alexandre dumas resumen
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